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Markets 

• Yesterday’s PMIs for the UK, Europe and US all showed similar characteristics: the manufacturing sector is under 
(intensifying) pressure but the all-important services economy is booming. Core bonds (initially) slipped with a 
massive underperformance from UK gilts. Yields on the British island shot up between 8.2 and 9.4 bps. Both German 
yields and US yields eased from their intraday highs. The former still rose around 1 bp across the curve. Rates in the 
latter ended 1.2-2.6 bps in the red after having risen up to 6 bps higher initially. The turnaround came as sentiment 
around debt ceiling talks took a hit. Speaker of the Republican House McCarthy said a deal is not close yet. 
Meanwhile, more and more House Republicans aren’t buying USTS Yellen’s warning that the so-called X-date could 
come as soon as June 1. T-bills with an expiry around that assumed X-date deepen. Stock markets slid 1% in Europe 
and between 0.7-1.2% in the US. The risk-off supported the dollar, pushing EUR/USD towards a two-month low at 
1.077. DXY neared recent highs around 103.5. Sterling experienced some post-PMI volatility but in the end inched 
higher, keeping EUR/GBP firmly near the May/YtD lows in the high 0.86 area. Scandinavian currencies and the ones 
Down Under were under pressure with commodities including iron ore and copper being sold. Oil (+1.1% to $76.3/b) 
wasn’t very impressed by the Saudi energy minister warning short-sellers ahead of an OPEC-meeting next week. The 
kiwi dollar is even taking a turn for the worse this morning after the RBNZ signaled its rate hike was the last one (see 
headline below). Sterling tries to push through recent highs following much higher-than-expected UK CPI data this 
morning. Headline eased only to 8.7% (from 10.1%) vs 8.2% expected and core even accelerated to 6.8% vs the 6.2% 
status quo expected. Consider the BoE’s condition for further rate hikes - more evidence of persistent inflation - 
checked. The economic calendar has little additional to offer in terms of data. We do keep an eye at the Fed meeting 
minutes from the May meeting as well as a whole range of central bank speeches (including from ECB’s Lagarde 
and BoE’s Bailey) that could influence trading. In the meantime, the US dollar is consolidating near recent highs. Core 
bond yields’ recent upward momentum showed signs of easing yesterday but re-found support from the UK CPI. The 
US 10-y yield holds above the sideways trading range while Germany’s 10-y is readying for a new test of the 2.5% 
resistance. 

 

News & Views 

• The Reserve Bank of New Zealand  raised its policy rate by 25 bps to 5.50% as expected. Still markets clearly sees 
the move as a dovish hike. The Committee discussed the option of leaving the policy rate unchanged at 5.25%. In 
the end, a majority of five votes to two agreed to raise the policy rate to 5.50%. The Monetary Policy Committee 
reached a consensus that interest rates will need to remain at a restrictive level for the foreseeable future, to 
ensure consumer price inflation returns to the 1 to 3% target range while supporting maximum sustainable 
employment. New Zealand inflation is expected to continue to decline from its peak and with it measures of inflation 
expectations. Core inflation pressures will remain until capacity constraints ease further. While employment is above 
its maximum sustainable level, there are now signs of labour shortages easing and vacancies declining. In its 
monetary policy statement, the RBNZ indicates that current 5.50% level might be the peak of the cycle and that 
rate cuts are possible from H2 next year. Before today’s decision, interest rate markets took into account that at 
least two additional interest rate hikes were possible. The New-Zealand 2-y government bond yield dropped about 
30 bps to currently 4.8%. The Kiwi dollar tumbled from the NZD/USD 0.6255 area to currently trade near 0.617. 

• Comments from members of the Czech central bank showed the division within to MPC on whether or not to raise 
rates further. Jan Kubicek in an interview indicated that current level of the policy rate (7.0%) is adequate to bring 
inflation down and that it might be possible for CNB to start lowering rates in Q4 this year or early next year, even as 
he admitted that rates should be longer at current level than forecasted by the CNB’s model. At the same time, 
hawkish member Holub indicated that the risk of a wage spiral is partially materializing. In this context, with 
double digit inflation, it’s the central banks job to prioritize inflation over potential negative consequences of higher 
interest rates on the real economy. Holub at the early May meeting in the first round of the vote even supported the 
case for a 50 bps hike (final vote 4-3 for unchanged).
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GE 10y yield 

The ECB adopted a more gradual approach by 
slowing its tightening pace from 50 to 25 bps in May. 

It stated that in the base scenario rates will be 
brought to sufficiently restrictive levels (i.e. more 
hikes to follow) and will stay there for as long as 

necessary. Combined with APP reinvestments fully 
stopping from 2023H2 on, we expect a solid bottom 

below European/German yields. 
 

 
 

US 10y yield 

The Fed hinted at a pause after delivering a 25 bps 
hike in May. The regional bank implosion is expected 

to additionally weigh on activity. But elevated 
inflation ties the central bank’s hands in terms of 

rapid rate cuts. Markets disregard Fed guidance and 
expect the cutting cycle to start in 2023 H2. Both 

short and long term yields recovered from the YtD 
lows to test the upper bound of the sideways trading 

range around 3.60%. 
 

EUR/USD 

The euro profited from subsiding energy concerns 
and the ECB’s policy stance. Even as the latter 

downshifted the tightening pace, it retains a hawkish 
upper hand vs. the Fed. Combined with local financial 

stability concerns, a sustained dollar comeback is 
unlikely. Failure to break the EUR/USD 1.1095 YtD 
high triggered a correction action lower. Support 

kicks in at 1.0727. 
 

EUR/GBP 

The pound is showing much resilience. The BoE 
raised rates by 25 bps. A next move higher is 
conditional but in any case priced in already. 

Divergency within the BoE about the way forward 
contrasts with ongoing hawkish ECB rhetoric. It adds 

to the weak structural GBP cards (weaker growth 
prospects, twin deficits, long term brexit 

consequences). Short term however, sterling is 
fighting back and holding near the YtD highs. 
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